Developing Coaching Leaders
Coaching is THE leadership skill with a proven return on investment
You want your business to be as successful as possible. Having managers who can be role models,
nurture the talent of your people, demonstrate the attributes of a coaching leader which in turn
gives your business a competitive edge. Enlightened companies, large and small, experience the
business and reputational benefits of having coaching embedded at every level in their
organisations. They recognise that continuing future success requires excellent leadership –
a coaching style of leadership.
Coaching is now securely established as a mainstream means of personal development and learning
– THE management tool of this age with a proven return on investment. The Coaching Leader
Programme is designed to equip your managers to be both competent and confident coaches who
lead by example for results.

“Before I attended the Coaching
Leader Programme, I didn’t
realise that coaching was in itself
an integral part of leadership and
so much more effective than
directing and telling”

“Learning to be an excellent
coach was hard for me but
having acquired new skills I
am ready to implement my
learning with my peers
and team”

What will this experience do for you as a coaching leader?
It can help you:
n Enable others to deliver better performance.
n Re-assess your leadership role by understanding more about your coaching style.
n Increase your self awareness and better understand your impact with others.
n Think about where the responsibility for decisions and outcomes actually rests.
n Develop a more extensive toolkit of coaching models, processes and skills to use in a

variety of situations.
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What will this experience do for your team?
It can help them:
n Listen more actively and ask powerful questions which will enable the

team to explore and discover ideas and options as never before.
n Role-model sound coaching practices that will enable team members to

offer contributions and take a bigger share of the responsibility for results.

What will this experience do for the organisation?
It can help:
n Inspire and challenge old practices and initiate the change by replacing

them with new and creative working methods.
n Employees to be more engaged leading to improved motivation

and performance.
Overall it will help the Coaching Leader gain the recognition of being a
certified coach and personal pride of having successfully completed a
rigorous learning experience.

What sets us apart?
Our mission is to enable our clients to deliver the most effective leadership
for their business, their people and their customers.
Our success as a leading coaching practice means we really understand the
importance of this skill set for managers.
At the core of our heritage is the principle of the high performance
organisation ie. what separates the best from the rest. Based on our research
and experience, we have designed this programme for forward-thinking
organisations that wish to embed coaching into their culture for sustainable
future success.
We have an excellent reputation for coaching Senior Leaders in organisations
to deliver sustainable change. We recognise the need for these leaders and
their managers to develop the skills to coach within their own organisations
in order to achieve results and develop their people for higher levels of
performance and potential.
Our certified Coaching Leader Programme (CLP) gives far more than a
learning framework – it provides a skill set to embed a new style of
management that will develop leaders, engage employees and contribute
to delivering superior business results.

The Coaching Leader Programme (CLP)
The programme has been developed for senior managers who

There is also the opportunity to join small group discussions/

are responsible for the performance and growth of their people

webinars between modules to help build knowledge and skills.

and will enable participants to learn a model of management

Changes in behaviour happen over a period of time and by using a

which incorporates sound practices of coaching. The design of

modular approach this allows the learning to be internalised by the

the programme is 70% experiential and 30% input, enabling

participant, with practice and feedback from experienced Master

participants to build their core coaching skills. The three module,

Coaches/Facilitators and peers.

plus one day intensive learning evaluation experience is

The overall process of the design builds towards participants
tracking their own coaching improvement and developing
their own framework and model for coaching.

structured to:
n		Be delivered in-house for clients.
n Be run with up to 12 participants.

Throughout the programme participants will work
continuously with the:

n Include input, coaching practice sessions, one-to-one
feedback and coaching supervision, plus

n Context for coaching (organisational culture and systems).

personal tutorials.

n Process (different ways of working as a coach).

n Complete in four months.

n Core competencies (the skills of coaching).
The modular design of the programme allows for input,
practice, feedback and the ability to experience coaching with
The Coaching Leader Programme (CLP)
clients. It also enables the participants to practice skills
between sessions and to receive feedback
before each module.

Context

Content
of the
Modules

• Coaching for strategy
• Coaching for performance
• Not being ‘the expert’

Engage

to raise awareness

Competency
• Contracting
• Rapport
• Listening
• Questioning
• Reflecting

Process
• GROW
• Structure
• Awareness
• Responsibility

Explore

Context

To increase resourcefulness

• Impact on system
• Success measures
• Leadership mirror

Context
Competency
• Ending well
• Review
• Action steps

Process
• Change
• Gestalt
• Observation
• Experiments

• Whose goal is it?
• Boundaries
• Coaching presence

Competency
• Challenge
• Feedback

Conclude
To agree actions

Skill What have I learnt about my coaching?
Identity What have I learnt about my leadership
Process What am I doing as a result of this

Process
• Solutions focus
• Scaling
• Reframing
• Language

The Coaching Leader Programme (CLP)
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The International Coaching Federation (ICF)
Our programme has been evaluated and accredited by one of
the world’s leading coaching organisations.

Next steps
If you require more information about this exciting programme please
go to our website at:

www.thecoachingleader.net
or if you would like to have a conversation then please contact:
Hazel Valentine
Director of Coaching and Learning
mail@lerwood.com
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Developing coaching leaders in your organisation - In Company Programme

